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Style

Simplicity

Security

Mallard 
Bathroom Furniture

Introducing 

Three expertly designed furniture collections in four stunning finishes all 
manufactured to the highest standards. simply oozes style.  

Simple to plan and install, creating a dream bathroom is easy with . 
Look out for our exclusive sit-on basins that ensure a perfect fit every 
time.

bathrooms offer peace of mind with a lifetime guarantee on all 
furniture.

tradePip!
tradePip! Suppliers have drawn on over 50 years 
manufacturing experience to create great products. Built
on three values; style, simplicity and security, tradePip! 
234 combo offers unparalleled value to retailers, 
installers and homeowners alike.



Responsible Sourcing

Fitted 

Furniture Styles

05

Fitted bathroom furniture is currently the most popular 

style in the UK. It’s great for creating an uncluttered 

space for you to unwind, by providing storage in 

bathrooms of all sizes. Fitted is the simple yet stylish 

solution to hiding unsightly pipework. 

Modular

Linear

Linear can transform your bathroom into a spa like 

escape. Sleek long lines elongate the room, making it a 

fantastic feature in a large bathroom. Like Modular, it’s 

great for providing storage whilst maximising floor space.  

Linear creates a warm, opulent look and works best in 

larger rooms. We’ve included a wide selection of unit 

sizes and stunning accessories to give you the ability to 

create your perfect bathroom.
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Create a luxury 5 star hotel look in your bathroom. 

Modular is a stylish and practical way of providing 

storage, whilst maximising the available floor space, 

creating the illusion of a larger more open room. 

Modular furniture works beautifully in medium to large 

bathrooms & en-suites and for those who love the look 

but have limited space, we’ve also included a slimline 

version. 

FSC® labelled products are made with consideration for people, wildlife and the environment.

The FSC labels guarantee that the products are produced from controlled and recycled materials, that 

are harvested are replaced or allowed to regenerate naturally and parts of the forest are protected 

entirely, in order to protect rare animals and plants.

Whether you’re looking for bathroom furniture that’s 

ultra-modern or a little more traditional, you’ll find 

something that’s perfect for you in the collection. 

tradePip!  suppliers  hold full  Forest Stewardship Council®  chain of custody certification, your guarantee 

that all timber products used in our furniture come from responsible sources.

tradePip!



Door Finishes Our Cabinets

White Gloss Mali Oak Odessa Oak Swiss Elm

White Gloss Mali Oak Odessa Oak Swiss Elm

The slab style is great for achieving a modern or a contemporary look. Easy to keep clean, this simple 

door/drawer design is ideal for family bathrooms and can help to give the impression of space in a smaller 

bathroom, cloakroom or en-suite. 

If a more traditional style is what you’re looking for, a shaker style door/drawer is the answer. The panel 

design adds another dimension to the finish, creating a warm and inviting feel in a larger bathroom.

Slab

Shaker

The secret to creating a stylish bathroom is in the cabinets and the key to achieving a stunning, balanced 

look is choosing the right cabinet size for your bathroom. All our cabinet interiors match the door/drawer 

finish, giving that extra special touch even on the inside and are available in three different depths, which is 

the distance in mm from the wall to the front of the cabinet. 

These icons will guide you through this brochure and show you the cabinet depth each furniture style is  

available in:

Corner damage is a thing of the past 
with our 2mm impact resistant edges

Perfect for small bathrooms, cloakrooms & en-suites, this cabinet depth is just 250mm

Deep cabinets maximise storage in larger bathrooms with a depth of 450mm

0706

Slimline

Standard

Deep

Relax in peace 
with soft-close doors & drawers

Keep cabinet interiors looking new 
with wipe clean aluminium shelf liners

Strong, long lasting, 
18mm thick cabinets

Enjoy the added luxury 
of glass drawer box sides 

Illuminate your bathroom 
with motion sensor interior drawer lights

Enjoy the simplicity of choosing a finish that’s right for you and your home. Our collection consists of four 

stunning finishes that have been chosen by our experienced design team for their ability to suit a wide 

range of bathrooms, these four finishes are available in either a slab or a shaker style.

Great for family bathrooms, the standard cabinet depth is 365mm

tradePip!



Fitted

Selecting the right finish can help to give the 

impression of more space in a smaller  

bathroom or enhance the look of a larger 

bathroom. White Gloss is perfect for achieving 

a clean, spacious and modern look, whilst 

timber effect finishes create a warm and 

inviting ambiance. 

White Gloss ............................................. 10-11

Mali Oak ................................................. 12-13

Swiss Elm ................................................. 14-15

Odessa Oak ........................................... 16-17
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Create an uncluttered space for you to unwind

 with fitted bathroom furniture, providing 

storage in bathrooms of all sizes and keeping 

pipework out of sight.

Take a look at our stunning collection of fitted 

furniture and remember everything you see is 

available in all four finishes.

tradePip!



White Gloss fitted bathroom furniture has long been the most popular style in the UK and It’s easy to see 

why. Perfect for modern living this fresh, clean look is great for bathrooms of all sizes.

White Gloss furniture is the ideal 
storage solution for family bathrooms.

White Gloss units and a mirrored wall unit, like we’ve shown 

here, reflect light around the room and enhance the feeling 

of space; whilst the basin and wall units provide practical 

storage.

Complement White Gloss with a 
Black Granite laminate countertop.

Matching sanitaryware 
completes the look perfectly.

White Gloss - Fitted
Spend more time relaxing in your bathroom with easy to clean & maintain White Gloss. 

1110

Available in cabinet depths:

Slimline Standard

This cosmopolitan family bathroom shows White Gloss fitted 

furniture at it’s best. Styling the room with two simple  colours 

and accessorising with a striking, bold colour, really helps to 

create an uncluttered, spacious look. 

tradePip!



The deep, rich colouring and wood grain texture of Mali Oak is simply beautiful; bringing luxury and 

opulence to all styles of bathroom, from modern to traditional.

Make the most of a spacious bathroom. Mali Oak fitted furniture works brilliantly in larger bathrooms and ensures plenty 

of storage. Our stunning sit-on basins make full use of the cabinet depth and a B90 suspended toilet adds another 

dimension to the furniture. Simple, yet stylish handles like the ST24 and one of our beautiful chrome basin mixer taps such 

as the T10 shown here, completes the look perfectly.

Basin units with drawers elongate a run of furniture, 
whilst a handy toilet roll holder is a great finishing touch.

Our expertly designed curved basin units add that extra special detail. 

A matching Mali Oak countertop is the perfect choice to complete this look.

Mali Oak - Fitted
Mali Oak will look 

great for years to come 

furniture it’s covered by 

our lifetime 

guarantee.

1312

Available in cabinet depths:

Slimline Standard

The warm tones of this finish make it great for medium to large bathrooms, Mali Oak looks superb in both slab and shaker

 styles of doors and drawers. Keeping the walls and floor a neutral, complementing shade allows this stunning fitted 

furniture to really make a statement; accessorising with autumnal colours will further enhance the warm and inviting feel 

you get from Mali Oak.

tradePip!



Open base units are perfect for displaying accessories, 
whilst the curved basin unit provides plenty of storage. 

The calm, neutral tones of Swiss Elm and the compact design of our slimline, fitted furniture make it the 

perfect combination for essential storage in small bathrooms, cloakrooms and en-suites.

A matching toilet unit balances this room beautifully, 
here we’ve chosen a B50 back to wall toilet.

Slimline furniture is ideal for creating an un-cluttered modern bathroom.

Introduce a unique dimension to your fitted 

furniture, with a slimline curved basin unit, which has 

a total projection of 335mm; perfect for small 

bathrooms, cloakrooms and en-suites. 

Keep the room balanced and light with open 

storage units. Linear framed mirrors are a great way 

of elongating the height of the room and reflecting 

light to create the illusion of space. Finally frame 

and offset this stunning soft finish with a Black 

Granite countertop.

Swiss Elm - Fitted
Transform smaller 

bathrooms with 

Slimline fitted furniture, 

available in all four 

finishes.

1514

Available in cabinet depths:

Slimline Standard

Swiss Elm has an understated elegance and works 

stunningly with muted room colours to enhance 

the feeling of space in a small bathroom. 

tradePip!



Odessa Oak is the perfect choice for bringing traditional styling to a modern home; creating a warm and 

welcoming feel, whilst providing plenty of useful storage for the whole family.

Twin basin units are fantastic if you have the 
space and can help to speed up the morning rush.

These stunning B90 basins are 
perfect for longer runs of fitted furniture.

Shaker, wood grain finishes are 
great for creating a warm look.

Enjoy the tranquillity of a spacious, uncluttered bathroom by combining a range of door and drawer units to provide 

you with a range of storage options; which is especially useful in family bathrooms. Balance the room with a mid toilet 

unit, which will provide you with further storage and hide unsightly pipework. Complete your bathroom by making 

clever use of accessories such as; tall linear mirrors with downlighters, stylish chrome handles like the ST04 and chrome 

mixer taps, such as the T20 we’ve shown here; all of which reflect light and draw your eye to this stunning furniture.

Mid toilet units are ideal for providing extra storage without taking up 
any more floor space than a standard toilet unit and... they’re slimline too!

Odessa Oak - Fitted

Keep your bathroom 

looking neat & tidy 

whilst hiding pipework 

with fitted furniture.

1716

Available in cabinet depths:

Slimline Standard

The mid oak colouring and wood grain texture of Odessa Oak combine to add depth to fitted furniture; making it great 

for medium to larger bathrooms. Bold tiles set this finish off beautifully, whilst keeping the floor and adjacent walls neutral,

 ensures that the room feels spacious and well balanced. 

tradePip!



Description Order Code
Price 

Slab Style

Price

Shaker Style

Basin Unit - (W) 600mm 6BU £389.00 £409.00

Toilet Unit - (W) 500mm 5WCC £459.00 £479.00

Wall Unit - (W) 500mm 5W £319.00 £339.00

Mirrored Wall Unit - (W) 600mm 6MW £405.00 £405.00

White Gloss Plinth 17P £49.00 £49.00

White Gloss bath panel BFP £200.00 £220.00

X2 infill panel sets IP £58.00 £58.00

1.2m Countertop PER10CM/4T £118.80 £118.80

1.2m Wall Unit top PER10CM/4ST £118.80 £118.80

B20 Semi-recessed Basin B20/55SRB £120.00 £120.00

B20 Back to Wall toilet B20/BTWWC £125.00 £125.00

B20 Toilet Seat B20/TS £59.00 £59.00

T20 Mixer Tap T20MBM £200.00 £200.00

Style 17 Handles ST17 Included Included

Total (inc VAT) £2,620.60 £2,700.60

One of the first and most important questions when planning and designing your new bathroom is

‘how much will it cost?’ that’s why we’ve included this handy price example page. 

Price Example - Fitted

The fitted furniture example shown on the opposite page features the following units, sanitaryware and   

accessories: 

1918

All prices include 20% VAT

Fitted bathroom furniture can range greatly in price depending on the size of your bathroom and the overall

 look you want to achieve, therefore to make things easy we’ve made all four finishes the same price. 

Here we’ve shown a mix of base units and wall units, as well as a bath panel to give you an idea of how a 

complete assembly of fitted bathroom furniture can look, but you can opt for any combination you wish. 

Speak to your Bathroom exspert advisor, let them know the size of your room and your budget; they will be 

able to suggest some good options which fit the bill.  

tradePip!



Modular

White Gloss ............................................. 22-23

Mali Oak ................................................. 24-25

Swiss Elm ................................................. 26-27

Odessa Oak ........................................... 28-29
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Perfect for family bathrooms as well as larger 

cloakrooms and en-suites, Modular furniture 

is available in three cabinet depths; slimline, 

standard and deep.

All modular furniture is available in the four  

finishes, White Gloss is great for achieving a 

modern look whilst wood grain finishes can 

create a wide range of styles depending on 

how you choose to accessorise. Take a look 

and see for yourself:

Bring the luxury look of a 5 star hotel to your 

bathroom with stylish, yet practical modular 

bathroom furniture. It’s also a great way of 

enhancing the feeling of space, as suspended 

units keep toiletries out of sight, hide pipework 

and maximise floor space. 

tradePip!



A curved basin unit paired with a mid tower unit enhances the 
floor space and really creates the impression of a larger room.  

The chrome finished T40 mixer tap 
complements this sit-on basin beautifully. 

Make the most of space saving 
furniture and opt for a 500 slimline toilet unit.

Stunning curved basin units are available 
with a choice of doors or drawers.

Bright, reflective and fresh, White Gloss modular furniture provides storage and maximises floor space;  

creating a spacious cosmopolitan look. It’s easy to keep clean too...great for family bathrooms.

Create a unique, modern look that will last with White Gloss modular furniture. The high gloss suspended curved basin 

unit reflects light and maximises floor space, this stunning basin unit comes complete with a sit-on basin and is available 

in a standard cabinet depth; it even provides a little extra storage as curved doors and basin make the unit 450mm 

deep.  Mid tower units provide additional suspended storage space; an essential in a family bathroom. To complete this 

superb look there really is only one tap for the job, that’s the sleek, modern T40 mixer tap.

White Gloss - Modular
Available in cabinet depths:

Slimline

Create a stunning, 

spacious bathroom 

you’ll want to show 

off with White Gloss 

modular.

2322

Standard Deep

White Gloss is perfect for accessorising with fun, fresh colours that create a sense of awakening. Remember to keep 

the number of colours in the room to a minimum in order for the accessorising colour to achieve it’s full effect.

tradePip!



Modular basin units with drawers are perfect for 
achieving a grand look and even come with LED lights.

Our stunning sit-on basins make 
the most of the cabinet depth.

Mid toilet units provide handy storage.

Mali Oak modular furniture is quite simply stunning. The luxurious finish complements a deep basin unit  

beautifully, creating a truly impressive look in a larger bathroom. 

Bring balance to a larger bathroom and complement a deep 

basin unit with a slimline mid toilet unit and two mid storage 

units brought together with a matching Mali Oak top. The key 

to a beautiful bathroom really is in the detail, opt for a 

suspended toilet to enhance the available floor space. 

Mali Oak - Modular
Our exclusive sit-on basins make the most of deep basin units & they’re easy to install. 

2524

Available in cabinet depths:

Slimline Standard Deep

The opulent tones and wood grain texture of Mali Oak 

complement deep drawer basins units perfectly and work 

brilliantly with neutral wall and floor tiles; add a bold  

patterned wall paper to create a warm and luxurious effect. 

tradePip!



The minimalist look that beautiful Swiss Elm can achieve is perfect for modular furniture and can bring a 

calm and relaxed ambiance to a smaller bathroom.

Swiss Elm - Modular

Enhance the floor space of a smaller room with a 

slimline modular basin unit; which comes complete 

with a slimline sit-on basin. A tall linear mirror will help 

to create the illusion of a larger room and will also 

reflect light, really opening up the room. 

Less is more where space is limited and a close 

coupled toilet like the B20 shown here is the 

perfect choice.

Swiss Elm modular works perfectly in a smaller 
bathroom and shaker style doors add depth to the unit.

Slimline sit-on basins are surprisingly spacious.

Slimline modular basin units are neat 
and tidy storage solutions for small spaces.

Enjoy space 

enhancing modular 

furniture in smaller 

bathrooms with this 

stunning slim basin 

unit.

2726

Available in cabinet depths:

Slimline Standard Deep

The light, neutral colouring of Swiss Elm makes it the 

perfect wood grain finish for a modern bathroom. 

Keep the walls and floor a light, neutral colour for a 

fresh, spacious bathroom.

tradePip!



Odessa Oak modular furniture achieves the perfect balance in this 
room, maintaining a chic grown up feel even in a family bathroom.

Twin basins are eye catching; adding 
a special touch to modular furniture.   

Two basins can help speed up the morning routine.

Odessa Oak is a great finish for modular furniture, creating a cosy bathroom and enhancing the feeling of 

space; bringing a relaxed, warm atmosphere whilst providing storage. 

Enjoy the luxury of two handy wash areas, pairing 

two basin units together is a great idea in a main 

bathroom with plenty of space; these B10/06 basins 

are a modern twist on an a traditional style of basin. 

A mid toilet unit works well in this room as it provides 

extra storage whilst sitting compactly against the 

wall, hiding pipework. 

Odessa Oak - Modular
furniture is

 manufactured in the 

UK to the highest of 

standards.

2928

Available in cabinet depths:

Slimline Standard Deep

Modular Odessa Oak furniture looks  stunning in a 

light, modern family bathroom and shows how 

shaker style drawers can bring a homely feel to the 

room. To achieve this look keep wall and floor tiles a

 neutral colour and add some fun accessories.

tradePip!



As with all bathroom furniture, the price can range greatly depending on the size of your bathroom and the 

look you want to achieve.

Price Example - Modular

Below is a breakdown of the furniture, sanitaryware and accessories shown in this example, along with 

pricing:

3130

Description Order Code
Price 

Slab Style

Price

Shaker Style

Slimline Basin Unit (including basin) S/M/5MBU £620.00 £640.00

Tall linear mirror - (W) 400mm 4HLM £199.00 £199.00

B20 Close Coupled Toilet B20/CCWCCB £225.00 £225.00

B20 Toilet Seat B20/TS £59.00 £59.00

Square LED Downlighter Kit SDK £72.50 £72.50

T20 Mixer Tap T20MBM £200.00 £200.00

ST09 Handles ST09 Included Included

Total (inc VAT) £1,375.50 £1,395.50

All prices include 20% VAT

tradePip!
A typical example of a smaller modular installation, which shows how it can work in a room 

where space is limited. Your Bathroom expert advisor  will be able to advise the furniture 

styles and sizes that will work best in your bathroom and you can find all our furniture and 

prices at the back of this brochure. 



Linear

White Gloss ............................................. 34-35

Mali Oak ................................................. 36-37

Swiss Elm ................................................. 38-39

Odessa Oak ........................................... 40-41
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Linear can transform your bathroom into a spa 

like escape. Sleek long lines elongate the room 

making it a fantastic feature, whilst providing 

plenty of storage and maximising 

floor space. 

linear furniture is more suited to larger 

bathrooms where there is space to showcase 

a wider basin unit, or a run of furniture. Linear is 

available in two cabinet depths, standard and 

deep; perfect for balancing a large space.

As with all the furniture, linear is available in all 

four finishes with a choice of a slab or shaker 

style door. Take a look to see how linear might 

work in your bathroom: 

tradePip!



White Gloss - Linear
Enjoy your glamorous 

new bathroom and 

the peace of mind that 

comes with our lifetime 

guarantee.

 

Enhance the feeling of space by positioning linear basin units separately, which maximises the floor space as well as 

showcasing the feature wall. Deep basin units like the ones we’ve shown here provide an abundance of storage and 

bench basins like the B10/01 allow for open countertop storage. Tall linear mirrors that are slightly narrower than the 

basin units help to frame the furniture and reflect light around this stunning glossy bathroom. Achieve a perfectly 

balanced bathroom with a toilet unit and a suspended toilet like the B50. Accessorise with modern ST05 chrome handles 

and taps such as the T20 we’ve shown here. 

White Gloss linear furniture with a shaker style
drawer finish brings an unusual twist on a modern look.

The B10/01 is a fantastic match for a deep basin unit. 

Suspended units and toilets work perfectly together to balance the room.

3534

Available in cabinet depths:

Standard Deep

White Gloss linear in the shaker style, creates a glamorous, retro look. It’s also a fantastic way of enhancing 

the feeling of space... it’s easy to clean too!

Choosing a shaker style drawer unit in a modern White Gloss finish creates a unique and slightly quirky style, which 

retro tiles complement perfectly. We’ve shown white wall and floor tiles, accented by a bold, striped design, 

however this bright stylish finish is great for decorating and accessorising with any colour. 

tradePip!



Mali Oak - Linear
Unwind in a peaceful, 

beautiful bathroom; all 

our doors & drawers 

are soft-close as 

standard.

Linear Mali Oak furniture really does make a statement. The deep wood grain finish looks simply luxurious; 

perfect if you want to create a designer look in your bathroom.

You’re sure to love the luxury of wide twin Mali Oak basin units, which provide you with plenty of storage space to keep 

your bathroom looking clutter free. Sit-on basins look sleek and streamlined, while additional base units provide further 

storage and help to create a run of furniture along a large wall. Installing a countertop shelf underneath linear furniture 

can help to balance the room and provides fantastic open storage. The mid toilet unit really holds it’s own in a larger 

bathroom and a back to wall toilet with strong features such as the B70 shown here, matches it perfectly.

Linear Mali Oak looks fantastic in 
this bright spacious bathroom.   

These twin sit-on basins are simply stunning.
Toilet units are great 
for hiding pipework.

3736

Available in cabinet depths:

Standard Deep

Dark wood grain finishes are great for creating a contemporary bathroom, especially when it’s complemented with a 

white high gloss countertop and some striking chrome accessories. Light wall and floor tiles contrasted by rich, warm 

colours on a feature wall help to marry Mali Oak and White Gloss together. 

tradePip!

With tradePip! you can choose from a fantastic selection
 of units and a great range of accessories too.



Swiss Elm - Linear

Swiss Elm creates a cool, chic look; perfect for city living. Linear units with a muted, wood grain effect finish 

are a great storage solution. 

Create a glamorous bathroom with linear Swiss Elm twin basin 

units, which provide sleek modern storage. B10/02 basins like 

we’ve shown here, enhance the long lines of linear and the 

tall linear mirrors give height. Simple, chrome brassware helps 

the understated look of Swiss Elm fit in with a modern room 

setting.  

highest quality materials to help you create a beautiful bathroom.

3938

Swiss Elm basin units look great with 
a matching countertop and toilet unit.

B10/02 basins are perfect 
for creating a modern look.

Toilet units are ideal for 
hiding unsightly pipework.

Available in cabinet depths:

Standard Deep

Enhance the soft finish of Swiss Elm with bold wall and floor tiles

 that really help the units stand out. A chic, patterned wall 

paper will balance the soft and bold tones.  

tradePip!



Create a unique look with linear by choosing a 

single deep basin unit, which projects the furniture 

out into the room instead of along the wall. 

The angular T10 bench mixer tap and B10/04 basin 

complement the shape of the units, whilst the 

standard depth mid tower unit and slim mirrored 

wall unit add different dimensions and frame the 

furniture.

Odessa Oak - Linear
Create any style you 

wish with our fantastic, 

yet simple selection of 

finishes and extensive 

range of units.

Linear Odessa Oak shows urban chic bathroom furniture at it’s best, bringing a calm, warm quality to this 

bright, fresh modern room...there’s also plenty of handy storage in deep basin units. 

4140

Odessa Oak is great for creating a warm look in a modern bathroom.

B10/04 basins beautifully reflect the 
angular shape of this deep basin unit.

A mid tower unit enhances the light floating look of a modular basin unit.

Available in cabinet depths:

Standard Deep

Light earthy tiles and accessories bring Odessa 

Oak alive and complement the soft tones of the 

finish beautifully. 

tradePip!



Price Example - Linear

Here we’ve shown a smaller linear installation, to give you an idea of how it can work in a typical medium to 

large UK bathroom and also to give you an idea of the price. 

Below is a breakdown of the furniture, sanitaryware and accessories shown in this example, along with 

pricing:

4342

Description Order Code
Price 

Slab Style

Price

Shaker Style

Deep Basin Unit - (W) 600mm L45/6BU £350.00 £370.00

Mid Tower Unit Unit - (W) 300mm 3DRWMU £611.50 £641.50

Mirrored Wall Unit - (W) 500mm 5MW £380.00 £380.00

610mm Countertop PER10CM/4DT £90.30 £90.30

B10/04 Bench Basin B10/04 £215.00 £215.00

T10 Mixer Tap T10MBM £150.00 £150.00

Style 17 Handles ST17 Included Included

Total (inc VAT) £1,796.80 £1,846.80

All prices include 20% VAT

Adding storage to your new bathroom is a great way of creating a neat and tidy space to relax there’s 

something for everyone.

Linear bathroom furniture works best in medium to large bathrooms. Basin units can be installed as 

individual pieces of furniture or assembled with base units to create a run of furniture, your retailer will be 

able to advise what combination of units will best suit your bathroom and you can find all our furniture and 

prices at the back of this brochure. 

tradePip!
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Basin Units

Fitted Furniture Prices

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm S/5BU £379.00 £399.00

600mm S/6BU £389.00 £409.00

700mm S/7BU £399.00 £419.00

Slimline Basin Unit - with doors

Dimensions:

(d) 250 x (h) 640 

(820 with legs)

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm S/6CMBU £889.00 N/A

Slimline Curved Basin Unit - with doors

Dimensions:

(d) 335 x (h) 700 x (w) 610

Overall including basin

(880 with legs)

Slimline Base Unit - with doors

Dimensions:

(d) 250 x (h) 640 

(820 with legs)

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

200mm S/2CU £209.00 £219.00

300mm S/3CU £229.00 £239.00

Base Units

Slimline Base Units

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

200mm S/2TRU £219.00 £229.00

300mm S/3OU* £89.00 £89.00
Dimensions:

(d) 250 x (h) 640 

(820 with legs)Toilet Roll Unit
S/2TRU

Slim Open Shelf Unit
S/3OU

Slimline Toilet Unit - with dual flush cable cistern

Dimensions:

(d) 250 x (h) 820

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm S/5WCC £459.00 £479.00

600mm S/6WCC £479.00 £499.00

700mm S/7WCC £499.00 £519.00

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm S/6MWCC £769.00 £809.00

Slimline Mid Toilet Unit - with dual flush cable cistern

Dimensions:

(d) 250 x (h) 1460

Toilet Units

Cabinet depth 250mm

Cabinet depth 250mm

Cabinet depth 250mm

Cabinet depth 250mm

Cabinet depth 250mm

Cabinet depth 250mm

4746

Includes sit-on basin

Slimline

Slimline

Slimline

Slimline

Slimline

Slimline

Slimline

- Basins sold separately - see page 64
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

All prices include 20% VAT

- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Toilets sold separately - see page 67
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Toilets sold separately - see page 67
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

Unit should not be installed at the end of a run of furniture, as constructed with visible 
fixings

*

tradePip!



Basin Units

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm 5BU £379.00 £399.00

600mm 6BU £389.00 £409.00

700mm 7BU £399.00 £419.00

Basin Unit - with doors

Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 640 

(820 with legs)

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm 6DBU £529.00 £549.00

700mm 7DBU £539.00 £559.00

Basin Unit - with drawers

Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 640 

(820 with legs)

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm 6CMBU £889.00 N/A

Curved Basin Unit -  with doors

Dimensions:

(d) 450 x (h) 700 x (w) 610

Overall including basin

(880 with legs)

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm 6CMBU £999.00 N/A

Curved Basin Unit - with drawers

Dimensions:

(d) 450 x (h) 700 x (w) 610

Overall including basin

(880 with legs)

Base Unit - with doors

Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 640 

(820 with legs)

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

200mm 2CU £209.00 £219.00

300mm 3CU £229.00 £239.00

Base Unit - with drawers

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

300mm 3DLCU £354.00 £374.00

300mm 3DRWCU £499.00 £529.00

Dimensions:

(d) 365 x 640 (h) 

(820 with legs)
Drawerline Unit

3DLCU
Three Drawer Unit

3DRWCU

Slimline Base Units

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

200mm S/2TRU* £219.00 £229.00

300mm S/3OU** £89.00 £89.00

Dimensions:

(d) 250 x (h) 640 

(820 with legs)
Toilet Roll Unit

S/2TRU
Slim Open Shelf Unit

S/3OU

Base Units

Fitted Furniture Prices

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

4948

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Includes sit-on basin

Includes sit-on basin

All prices include 20% VAT

- Basins sold separately - see page 65
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Basins sold separately - see page 65
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

Cabinet depth 250mm

Slimline

Unit should not be installed at the end of a run of 365mm furniture due to unit depth*

Unit should not be installed at the end of a run of furniture, as constructed with visible 
fixings

**
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Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm S/6MWCC £769.00 £809.00

Slimline Mid Toilet Unit - with dual flush cable cistern

Dimensions:

(d) 250 x (h) 1460

Toilet Units Tower Units

Mid Tower Units

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

300mm 3TU £460.00 £480.00

300mm 3DLTU £585.00 £615.00

300mm 3DRWTU £730.00 £770.00

Tower Units

Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 1120
One Door Unit

3SDMU
Two Door Unit

3MU

One Door/Two 
Drawer Unit

3DRWMU

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

300mm 3SDMU £419.00 £429.00

300mm 3MU £466.50 £486.50

300mm 3DRWMU £611.50 £641.50

Two Door Unit
3TU

One Door/Three 
Drawer Unit

3DRWTU

Two Door/One 
Drawer Unit

3DLTU

Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 1760 

(1940 with legs)

Cabinet depth 250mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Fitted Furniture Prices

5150

Standard

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm 5WCC £459.00 £479.00

600mm 6WCC £479.00 £499.00

700mm 7WCC £499.00 £519.00

Toilet Unit - with dual flush cable cistern

Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 820

Cabinet depth 365mm

Standard

Slimline

Standard

Standard

All prices include 20% VAT

- Toilets sold separately - see page 67
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Toilets sold separately - see page 67
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Countertops sold separately - see page 63
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Wall Units Plinths & Panels

Wall Units

Dimensions:

(d) 220 x (h) 720 

Mirrored Wall Units

Framed Mirrored Wall Units

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

200mm 2W £209.00 £219.00

300mm 3W £219.00 £229.00

500mm 5W £319.00 £339.00

600mm 6W £329.00 £349.00

700mm 7W £339.00 £359.00

Dimensions:

(d) 150 x (h) 720 

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm 5MW £380.00 £380.00

600mm 6MW £405.00 £405.00

700mm 7MW £430.00 £430.00

800mm 8MW £455.00 £455.00

Dimensions:

(d) 160 x (h) 720 

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm 5LMW £360.00 £360.00

600mm 6LMW £375.00 £375.00

700mm 7LMW £390.00 £390.00

800mm 8LMW £405.00 £405.00

Plinth

Dimensions:

(w) 1500 x (h) 180

Bath Panels

Fitting Panels

Width Code Slab Shaker

1500mm 15P £49.00 £49.00

Dimensions:

(w) 1700 x (h) 480

(Plinth height 100)

Dimensions:

(w) 750 x (h) 480

(Plinth height 100)

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

1700mm BFP £200.00 £220.00

750mm BEP £120.00 £140.00
Bath Front Panel

BFP
Bath End Panel

BEP

Description Code Slab Shaker

Infill Panels (pair) 850 x 100 IP £29.00 £29.00

Cabinet Panel 1300 x 340 130CP £39.00 £39.00

Tall Infill Panel 1760 x 200 TIP £135.00 £135.00

Base Infill Panel 636 x 200 BIP £49.00 £49.00

Base Corner Post*** BCP £49.00 £49.00
Infill 

Panel*
IP

Tall Infill 
Panels**

TIP

Base Infill 
Panel**

IBP

Cabinet 
Panel*
130CP

Base Corner 
Post**
BCP

Fitted Furniture Prices

5352

Slimline

Standard
All prices include 20% VAT

For mirrors see page 62

- Double sided mirrored doors
- Handles not required

- Handles not required

One Door Units
2W
3W

Two Door Units
5W
6W
7W

Minimum size 60 (d) x 60 (w)
Maximum size 60 (d) x 150 (w)
Supplied as door finish 640 (h)

***

** Material matches cabinet finish
** Material matches door finish
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Slimline Basin Units

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm S/M/5MBU £620.00 £640.00

Slimline Basin Unit - with doors

Dimensions:

(d) 260 x (h) 540 x (w) 510

Overall including basin

Basin Units - with doors

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm M/5BU £320.00 £340.00

600mm M/6BU £340.00 £360.00

700mm M/7BU £360.00 £380.00

800mm M/8BU £380.00 £400.00

Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 480 

Basin Units - with drawer

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm M/6DBU £379.00 £399.00

700mm M/7DBU £399.00 £419.00

800mm M/8DBU £419.00 £439.00
Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 480 

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm M/6CMBU £812.00 N/A

Curved Basin Units - with doors

Dimensions:

(d) 450 x (h) 540 x (w) 610

Overall including basin

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm M45/6BU £360.00 £380.00

800mm M45/8BU £390.00 £410.00

Basin Units - with doors

Dimensions:

(d) 450 x (h) 480 

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm M45/6DBU £399.00 £419.00

800mm M45/8DBU £439.00 £459.00

Basin Units - with drawer

Dimensions:

(d) 450 x (h) 480 

Deep Basin Units

Standard Basin Units

Modular Furniture Prices

Cabinet depth 250mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 450mm

Cabinet depth 450mm

5554

Slimline

Standard

Deep

Standard

Standard

Deep

Slimline

Standard

Deep

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm M/6CMDBU £919.00 N/A

Curved Basin Units - with drawer

Dimensions:

(d) 450 x (h) 540 x (w) 610

Overall including basin

Cabinet depth 365mm

Standard

Includes sit-on basin

Includes sit-on basin

Includes sit-on basin

All prices include 20% VAT

- Basins sold separately - see page 65
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Basins sold separately - see page 65
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Basins sold separately - see page 66
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Basins sold separately - see page 66
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63
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Slimline Toilet Unit - with dual flush cable cistern

Dimensions:

(d) 250 x (h) 820

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm S/6MWCC £769.00 £809.00

Slimline Mid Toilet Unit - with dual flush cable cistern

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm 5WCC £459.00 £479.00

600mm 6WCC £479.00 £499.00

700mm 7WCC £499.00 £519.00

Toilet Unit - with dual flush cable cistern

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm S/5WCC £459.00 £479.00

600mm S/6WCC £479.00 £499.00

700mm S/7WCC £499.00 £519.00

Dimensions:

(d) 250 x (h) 1460

Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 820

Toilet Units Tower Units

Mid Tower Units

Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 1120
One Door Unit

3SDMU
Two Door Unit

3MU

One Door/Two 
Drawer Unit

3DRWMU

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

300mm 3SDMU £419.00 £429.00

300mm 3MU £466.50 £486.50

300mm 3DRWMU £611.50 £641.50

Mirrored Wall Units

Framed Mirrored Wall Units

Dimensions:

(d) 150 x (h) 720 

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm 5MW £380.00 £380.00

600mm 6MW £405.00 £405.00

700mm 7MW £430.00 £430.00

800mm 8MW £455.00 £455.00

Dimensions:

(d) 160 x (h) 720 

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm 5LMW £360.00 £360.00

600mm 6LMW £375.00 £375.00

700mm 7LMW £390.00 £390.00

800mm 8LMW £405.00 £405.00

Wall Units

Modular Furniture Prices

Cabinet depth 250mm

Cabinet depth 250mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

5756

Slimline

Standard

Deep

Slimline

Slimline

Standard

Standard

All prices include 20% VAT

- Toilets sold separately - see page 67
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Toilets sold separately - see page 67
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Toilets sold separately - see page 67
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Double sided mirrored doors
- Handles not required

- Handles not required
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Standard Basin Units

Basin Units - with doors

Basin Units - with drawer

Base Units -  with doors

Base Units - with drawer

Deep Basin Units

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm L/6BU £330.00 £350.00

800mm L/8BU £370.00 £390.00Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 320 

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm L45/6BU £350.00 £370.00

800mm L45/8BU £390.00 £410.00
Dimensions:

(d) 450 x (h) 320 

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm L/6DBU £399.00 £419.00

800mm L/8DBU £439.00 £459.00
Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 320 

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm L45/6DBU £399.00 £419.00

800mm L45/8DBU £439.00 £459.00Dimensions:

(d) 450 x (h) 320 

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

300mm L/3CU £220.00 £230.00

600mm L/6CU £330.00 £350.00

800mm L/8CU £370.00 £390.00Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 320 

One Door Unit
L/3CU

Two Door Units
L/6CU
L/8CU

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

300mm L/3DCU £329.00 £349.00

600mm L/6DCU £379.00 £399.00

800mm L/8DCU £419.00 £439.00
Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 320 

One Drawer Unit
L/3DCU

Drawer Units
L/6DCU
L/8DCU

Standard Base Units

Basin Units - with doors

Basin Units - with drawer

Base Units - with doors

Dimensions:

(d) 450 x (h) 320 

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

300mm L45/3CU £230.00 £240.00

600mm L45/6CU £350.00 £370.00

800mm L45/8CU £390.00 £410.00
One Door Unit

L45/3CU
Two Door Units

L45/6CU
L45/8CU

Base Units - drawer

Dimensions:

(d) 450 x (h) 320 

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

300mm L45/3DCU £339.00 £359.00

600mm L45/6DCU £399.00 £419.00

800mm L45/8DCU £439.00 £459.00One Drawer Unit
L45/3DCU

Drawer Units
L45/6DCU
L45/8DCU

Deep Base Units

Linear Furniture Prices

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 450mm

5958

Standard

Deep

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Deep

Cabinet depth 450mm

Deep

Cabinet depth 450mm

Deep

Cabinet depth 450mm

Deep

All prices include 20% VAT

- Basins sold separately - see page 65
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Basins sold separately - see page 65
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Basins sold separately - see page 66
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Basins sold separately - see page 66
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Countertops sold separately - see page 63
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Linear Furniture Prices

6160

Slimline Toilet Unit - with dual flush cable cistern

Dimensions:

(d) 250 x (h) 820

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

600mm S/6MWCC £769.00 £809.00

Slimline Mid Toilet Unit - with dual flush cable cistern

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm 5WCC £459.00 £479.00

600mm 6WCC £479.00 £499.00

700mm 7WCC £499.00 £519.00

Toilet Unit - with dual flush cable cistern

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm S/5WCC £459.00 £479.00

600mm S/6WCC £479.00 £499.00

700mm S/7WCC £499.00 £519.00

Dimensions:

(d) 250 x (h) 1460

Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 820

Toilet Units Tower Units

Mid Tower Units

Dimensions:

(d) 365 x (h) 1120
One Door Unit

3SDMU
Two Door Unit

3MU

One Door/Two 
Drawer Unit

3DRWMU

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

300mm 3SDMU £419.00 £429.00

300mm 3MU £466.50 £486.50

300mm 3DRWMU £611.50 £641.50

Mirrored Wall Units

Framed Mirrored Wall Units

Dimensions:

(d) 150 x (h) 720 

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm 5MW £380.00 £380.00

600mm 6MW £405.00 £405.00

700mm 7MW £430.00 £430.00

800mm 8MW £455.00 £455.00

Dimensions:

(d) 160 x (h) 720 

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm 5LMW £360.00 £360.00

600mm 6LMW £375.00 £375.00

700mm 7LMW £390.00 £390.00

800mm 8LMW £405.00 £405.00

Wall Units

Cabinet depth 250mm

Cabinet depth 250mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Cabinet depth 365mm

Slimline

Slimline

Standard

Standard

All prices include 20% VAT

- Toilets sold separately - see page 67
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Toilets pan sold separately - see page 67
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Toilets sold separately - see page 67
- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Countertops sold separately - see page 63

- Double sided mirrored doors
- Handles not required

- Handles not required
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Mirrors

Framed Mirrors

Highline Framed Mirrors

Dimensions:

(D) 18 X (h) 720

Width Code Slab Shaker

500mm 5FM £190.00 £190.00

600mm 6FM £210.00 £210.00

700mm 7FM £230.00 £230.00

800mm 8FM £250.00 £250.00

Dimensions:

(D) 18 X (h) 960

Width Code Slab Shaker

400mm 4HFM £209.00 £209.00

600mm 6HFM £229.00 £229.00

Dimensions:

(D) 18 X (h) 960

Width Code Slab Shaker

400mm 4HLM £199.00 £199.00

600mm 6HLM £219.00 £219.00

Highline Linear Framed Mirrors

Bath Panels

Dimensions:

(w) 1700 x (h) 480

(Plinth height 100)

Dimensions:

(w) 750 x (h) 480

(Plinth height 100)

Unit Width Code Slab Shaker

1700mm BFP £200.00 £220.00

750mm BEP £120.00 £140.00
Bath Front Panel

BFP
Bath End Panel

BEP

Bath Panels

Odessa OakSwiss ElmMali OakWhite Gloss

Storm Gloss White Mica Gloss Black Mica GlossTravertine Gloss Gold Mica Gloss

Black Granite

Width Code Price

100mm 100/4ST £95.00

1500mm 150/4ST £119.00

2000mm 200/4ST £139.00

Width Code Price

100mm 100/4T £95.00

1500mm 150/4T £119.00

2000mm 200/4T £139.00

Width Code Price

Per 100 x 250mm PER10CM/4ST £9.90

Per 100 x 365mm PER10CM/4T £9.90

Per 100 x 450mm PER10CM/4DT £12.90

Mirrors & Bath Panels Countertops

Cabinet depth 250mm Cabinet depth 365mm

Per 100mm

Please state finished size to nearest 1mm when 
placing order

6362

Slimline Standard

Cut to Size

All prices include 20% VAT All prices include 20% VAT

tradePip!

The 234 combo collection of laminate counter-tops features the stunning finishes below, available 
to match furniture finishes as well as a selection of striking gloss finishes:



Width Code Price

500mm 510SMB £320.00

Semi-recessed Basins

Code Price
B20/55SRB £132.00

B20

440

550

210

270

550

Code Price
B50/55SRB £142.00

B50

Code Price
B70/55SRB £242.00

B70 - Oval
550

210

450

265

550

200

455

270

Code Price
B70/45RSRB £275.00

B70 - Round

Code Price
B90/SRB £274.00

B90

450

280

450
200

Code Price
B10/01 £285.00

B10/01

Code Price
B10/02 £329.00

B10/02

600

345

120

130

Semi-recessed Basins

Code Price
B20/45SPSRB £132.00

B20 - Slim Basin

Sit-On Basin

Code Price
B50/55SPSRB £154.00

B50 - Slim Basin

Code Price
B70/55SPSRBRH £242.00

B70(R) - Slim Basin

Code Price
B70/55SPSRBLH £242.00

B70(L) - Slim Basin

150

450

355

210

550

370

110

200

370

110

555

360

110

200

555

110

360

Width Code Price
500mm 510MB £340.00
600mm 610MB £360.00
700mm 710MB £380.00
800mm 810MB £400.00

Basins Basins

Sit-On Basins

6564

Slimline

Slimline

Standard

Standard

All prices include 20% VAT All prices include 20% VAT

455

460

235

175

200

550

205

450

270

Slimline Standard

Bench BasinsStandard
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Basins Toilets

Bench Basins

Code Price
B10/03 £329.00

B10/03

Code Price
B10/04 £237.00

B10/04

Code Price
B10/05 £308.00

B10/05

Code Price
B10/06 £325.00

B10/06

Width Code Price
600mm 610LB £370.00
800mm 810LB £410.00

450

540
315

190

500

440

240

125

600

440

240

125

600

380
155

140

Code Price
B10/07 £325.00

B10/07

Code Price
B10/08 £300.00

B10/08

Code Price
B10/09 £400.00

B10/09

Code Price
B20/BTWWC £138.00

B20 - Back to Wall Toilet

Code Price
B20/WHWC £160.00

B20 - Suspended Toilet*

Code Price
B20/CCWCCB £248.00

B20 - Close Coupled Toilet

Code Price
B50/BTWWC £193.00

B50 - Back to Wall Toilet

Code Price
B50/WHWC £193.00

B50 - Suspended Toilet*

Code Price
B50/CCWCOB £341.00

B50 - Close Coupled Toilet

Code Price
B70/BTWWC £253.00

B70 - Back to Wall Toilet

Code Price
B70/WHWC £286.00

B70 - Suspended Toilet*

400

550360

540

 

 

 

350
800

400

400
520

350

360

825

400
655

390

400
560

360

560 350

360

Code Price
B90/BTWWC £362.00

B90 - Back to Wall Toilet

Code Price
B90/WHWC £384.00

B90 - Suspended Toilet*

535
400

360

540
355

360

Standard Close Seats

Style Code Price
B20 B20/TS £65.00
B50 B50/TS £74.00
B70 B70/TS £88.00
B90 B90/TS £109.00

Soft Close Seats

Style Code Price
B20 B20/SCTS £109.00
B50 B50/SCTS £109.00
B70 B70/SCTS £138.00
B90 B90/SCTS £186.00

Frame Kit

Description Code Price
Frame Kit - 
Suspended toilets WCFK £145.00

Sit-On Basins

6766

Deep

Deep

All prices include 20% VAT All prices include 20% VAT

Toilet seats are sold separately with a 
choice of standard or soft close.

*Suspended toilets require a frame kit.

Code Price
B10/01 £285.00

B10/01

600

385

155

140

700

555

275

140

835

495
305

140

550360

540

 

 

 

550400

615

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

550360

540

 

 

 

 

 

 

455

460

235

175

Deep
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T10 - Mono Basin Mixer

170

76

105

Code Price
T10MBM £150.00

T10 - Mini Mono Basin Mixer

Code Price
T10MMBM £145.00

T10 - Bench Mono Basin Mixer

Code Price
T10BMBM £260.00

T10 - Bath Filler

Code Price
T10DBF £255.00

T10 - Bath Filler inc Shower Kit

Code Price
T10DBF/S £335.00

135

60

95

124

180

130

46

124

180

130

46

T40 - Mono Basin Mixer

Code Price
T40MBM £300.00

T40 - Bath Filler

Code Price
T40DBF £570.00

126

95

102

95

180

350

T20 - Mono Basin Mixer

Code Price
T20MBM £200.00

T20 - Mini Mono Basin Mixer

Code Price
T20MMBM £175.00

T20 - Bath Filler

Code Price
T20DBF £350.00

T20 - Bath Filler inc Shower Kit

Code Price
T20DBF/S £375.00

½"

145

84

130

120

180

148

50

120

180

148

50

T50 - Mono Basin Mixer

Code Price
T50MBM £150.00

T50 - Mini Mono Basin Mixer

Code Price
T50MMBM £150.00

T50 - Mono Bath Filler

Code Price
T50MBF £350.00

T50 - Bath Filler

Code Price
T50DBF £290.00

T50 - Bath Filler inc Shower Kit

Code Price
T50DBF/S £355.00

T60 - Mono Basin Mixer

Code Price
T60MBM £175.00

T60 - Mini Mono Basin Mixer

Code Price
T60MMBM £165.00

T60 - Mono Bath Filler

Code Price
T60MBF £350.00

T60 - Bath Filler

Code Price
T60DBF £300.00

T60 - Bath Filler inc Shower Kit

Code Price
T60DBF/S £375.00

Round Sprung Basin Waste

Code Price
RBW/CP £46.00

Square Sprung Basin Waste

Code Price
SBW/CP £46.00

Round Bottle Trap

Square Bottle Trap

Code Price
SBT/CP £64.00

160

86

145

140

66

136

145

183

55

105

180

235

105

177

160

72

156

140

55

140

145

183

55

105

180

235

105

177

105

180

235

105

177

65

100

70

100

2
15

/2
5

5

65

Code Price
RBT/CP £64.00

2
0

5
/2

4
5

75

Taps Taps

½"

127

105

70

330
260

130

100

120

6968

105

180

235

105

177

All prices include 20% VAT All prices include 20% VAT

0.2 BAR

0.5 BAR

0.2 BAR

0.5 BAR

0.5 BAR

0.5 BAR

0.5 BAR

0.3 BAR

0.5 BAR

0.2 BAR

0.2 BAR

0.2 BAR

0.5 BAR

0.3 BAR

0.3 BAR

0.3 BAR

0.2 BAR

0.5 BAR

0.3 BAR

0.3 BAR

0.3 BAR
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Handles Handles

ST01

36

16

18

ST02 ST03 ST04

94

20

20

16

20

118

96

26

40

20

26

ST05 ST06 ST07 ST08

28

226

160

28

40

40

28

72

34

40

64

224

40

232

ST09 ST10 ST11 ST12

ST13 ST14 ST15 ST16

96

28

102

7 170

16

35

160

35

35

20
160

24

23

166

28

160 or 192

248

24

56

56

24

32

48

48

15

ST17 ST18 ST19 ST20

ST21 ST22 ST23 ST24

20

128

174

22

35

128

136

20

38

35

20

16

128

26

30

170

192

28

40

220 44

25

44

11

64

114

15

85

18

64

7

7170

Select your handles from this stylish collection, they are included in the price of the cabinets (1 per door/drawer).

24

30

192

226

Select your handles from this stylish collection, they are included in the price of the cabinets (1 per door/drawer).
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Lights Guarantees & Conditions

Round Downlighter Kit*

62

120

20

Compact Twin Downlighter Kit*

Code Price
CTDK £45.00

185

60

Code Price
TDK £80.00

Twin Downlighter Kit*

400

45

Be: LIGHTING

nits come with automatic interior LED battery operated lights

as standard. There is also a range of stylish models for over mirror use plus plinth lights to generate a glamorous feel to you r Be: bathroom.

TWIN LIGHT LED DOWN LIGHTER ROUND LED DOWN LIGHTER

SQUARE LED DOWN LIGHTER COMPACT TWIN LIGHT LED DOWN LIGHTER

BATTERY LED CABINET LIGHT

CONNECT LED STRIP LIGHT SYSTEM

10 BULB LED KIT COMPLETE

Plinth Light Kit

Code Price
10LEDK £85.00

LED Lights

1.5m

1.4m

1.5m

1.4m

1.4m

1.4m 1.4m 1.4m 1.4m

1.4m 1.4m

7372

Guarantees

Ceramic sanitaryware and cast mineral basins carry a 5 year guarantee.

Brassware is covered by a 12 year guarantee on mixer and filler bodies and one-year on internal moving 
parts. This guarantee covers manufacturing defects providing that the product has been installed correctly 
and the correct plumbing practices have been carried out. Cisterns, sprung pop-up wastes and shower kits 
including handsets and metal flexible tubes carry a one-year guarantee.

Electrical fittings and components are covered by a one-year guarantee, excluding tubes and bulbs.

Conditions

All guarantees are limited to domestic use of the products by the consumer in a well-ventilated area 
fitted with an extractor fan. the guarantee is offered on all products used in the manner for which they were 
intended and does not apply to products that have been misused or abused in any way. the products must 
have been installed and cared for in accordance with our fitting and care instructions and the appropriate 
byelaws and regulations. the guarantee does not cover general wear and tear.

in the unlikely event that a product fails within the stated guarantee period we will offer a replacement or 
replacement parts (or nearest equivalent). Liability is limited to individual products and does not cover 
consequential loss, damages or further installation costs involved. The guarantee, which applies to the UK 
only, is limited to the original purchaser and is not transferable. This guarantee does not affect the 
customer’s statutory rights.

Notes:

Furniture

Furniture materials - due to the nature of materials and production processes the dimensions of furniture 
may vary within a tolerance of ± 2%. All timber finishes are wood effects. Although great care is taken in 
choosing matching finishes there may be some variation due to the different materials, suppliers, batches 
and manufacturing processes used. The apparent colour of finishes may also vary under different lighting 
conditions, especially under artificial light.

Ceramic sanitaryware

Due to the nature of materials and production processes the dimensions of ceramic items may vary within a 
tolerance of ± 5%. The surfaces of ceramic products may contain imperfections.

Cast mineral Basins

Cast basins are designed and guaranteed to be used with hot water up to a maximum temperature of 
65ºC, this temperature must not be exceeded. Due to the nature of materials and production processes the 
dimensions of cast mineral basins may vary within a tolerance of ± 2%.

Colour Reproduction

Code Price
RDK £72.50

- Kit includes two lights & 8W LED driver
- 1.8 Watts (X2)
- IP20

- Kit includes bulbs, cables & LED driver
- IP67

All prices include 20% VAT

Square Downlighter Kit*

Code Price
SDK £72.50

62

100

20

- Kit includes two lights & 8W LED driver
- 1.8 Watts (X2)
- IP20

- Kit includes one light & 8W LED driver
- 5 Watts
- IP20

- Kit includes one light & 8W LED driver
- 3.6 Watts
- IP20

* Individual lights and drivers are available to order, please contact our sales office for details.

A lifetime guarantee against manufacturing and material defects applies to bathroom furniture and 
fittings.

Colour reproduction is as accurate as possible within the limitations of the printing process. Also note colours 
will vary under artificial light. The tradePip! policy is one of continual improvement and development, we 
therefore reserve the right to alter materials and specifications without notice.
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Step 1:
Measure your available space and plot it on grid paper.

When ordering fitted furniture remember to order your plinth!

Step 4:
Select your door and cabinet style/colour.  

Step 6:
Select your handles.

Step 5:
Select your countertop colour.

Step 2:
Select Fitted, Modular or Linear.

Step 3:
Select the cabinets and cabinet depth you require.

Step 7:
Choose your sanitaryware and accessories.

74 75

Thank you for choosing tradePip!, we hope you enjoy your new bathroom. 

Visit:www.tradepip.co.uk

        info@tradepip.co.uk 

       0800 044 3881 

Steps to Ordering tradePip!



                                                                                          www.tradepip.co.uk tradePip!


